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The purpose of this paper is to explore consumers' motivations to engage with retail fashion applications (apps) from the point of view of consumer motivation to inform about the design of fashion retail applications. In this area, economic importance has increased, but academic research has so far been limited. Through 18 in-depth qualitative interviews, utilitarian stimuli were identified as the primary
motivating factor that enticed customers to buy fashion clothes through m-commerce retail apps. The results of the thematic analysis showed that the utilitarian elements of efficiency and convenience were the two main motivators of engagement, with personalized services and a convenient operating process also dominating functions that attract customers to buy with m-commerce retail applications.
Although Social Shopping was shown to be a motivating factor for consumer behaviour, participants showed more preference for inter-human communication channels than social media. The results of this study reveal the utilitary focus of fashion retail applications in an industry that often focuses on experiental interactions, and provide a focus on designers of fashion retail m-commerce apps to tailor their
products for greater consumer engagement. Future applications should be designed specifically for this purpose in order to increase the potential for consumer participation. This paper provides the original insight into the hedonic and utilitarian value motives that are most common for users of m-commerce fashion retail applications. This is different from previous research that has focused on physical retail
environments or general e-commerce interactions (e.g. non-fashionable online stores accessed via computer/laptop). The data in this paper was collected as part of Huchen Wang's doctoral thesis project, overseen by Christopher Parker. Parker, C.J. and Wang, H. (2016), Exploring Hedonic and Utilitarian Motivations for M-Commerce Fashion Retail App Engagement, Journal of Fashion Marketing and
Management, Vol. 20 No. 4, 487-506. Download as . RIS : Emerald Group Publishing Limited Copyright © 2016, Emerald Group Publishing Limited Note that you do not have access to teaching notes You may be able to use teaching notes by logging in via Shibboleth, Open Athens or your Emerald Account. If you believe you should have access to this content, click the button to contact our support team.
If you want to read the full version of this content, select one of the options below You may be able to access this content by logging in through your Shibboleth, Open Athens, or Emerald account. If you believe you should have access to this content, click the button contact our support team. any person or group of persons who is the end user or consumer of the products and services; One that costs
something to consume the goods and services produced This article is about consumers in social systems. For more information about biology consumers, see Consumer (food chain). For other uses, see Consumer Consumer A consumer is a person or group that intends to order, order or use purchased goods, products or services primarily for personal, social, family, household and similar needs that are
not directly related to business or business. Consumer rights Consumers by definition include all of us, President John F. Kennedy offered his definition to the US Congress on 15 March. This speech became the basis for the creation of World Consumer Rights Day, which is now celebrated on 15 November. In his speech, JFK brought to the fore that consumers in their governments have a fundamental
responsibility to help exercise consumer rights, including:[1] Right to safety: Protected from the marketing of products that are dangerous to health or life. Right to information: To be protected from fraudulent, fraudulent or grossly misleading information, advertising, labelling or other practices and to obtain an informed choice. Right to choose: to ensure, as far as possible, access to different products and
services at competitive prices; and in those areas where competition is not possible and where government regulation is replaced, a ensure of satisfactory quality and service at reasonable prices. Right to be heard: To be sure that the interests of consumers are fully and sympathetically taken into account in the formulation of government policy and that there is fair and accelerated treatment in its
administrative courts. Economics and marketing The consumer is one who buys goods for consumption and not for resale or commercial purposes. The consumer is an individual who pays some money for what is needed to consume goods and services. Consumers therefore play a key role in the economic system of the capitalist economy. Without consumer demand, producers would lack one of the
main production motives: sales to consumers. The consumer is also part of the distribution chain. Recently, in marketing, instead of creating extensive demographic profiles and fisiographic profiles of market segments, marketers have begun to engage in personal marketing, licensing marketing and mass customization. [2] Due to the increasing use of the Internet, consumers are increasingly becoming
prosmers, consumers who are also producers (often social network information and media) affect the products created (e.g. tailoring, crowdfunding or publishing their preferences), actively participating in the production process or using interactive products. [3] [4] [5] Law and policy The law primarily uses the concept of consumer in the context of consumer protection legislation, and the definition of
consumer is often limited to living persons (not companies or companies) and excludes commercial users. [6] A typical legal basis for protecting the consumer is based on market failures and such as differences in negotiations. Concept. between the consumer and the company. [7] Since all potential voters are also consumers, consumer protection is of clear political importance. Concerns about consumer
interests have given rise to consumer activism, with organised activists conducting research, training and advocacy to improve access to products and services. Consumer education has been included in some school curricula. [8] [lending needed] There are also various nonprofit publications, such as Which?, Consumer Reports and Choice magazine, dedicated to helping consumer education and
decision-making. In India, the Consumer Protection Act 1986 separates the consumption of a commodity or service into personal use or livelihood. Only consumers are protected under this display, and any person, entity or organization that buys a commodity for commercial reasons is exempt from all benefits of this law. [9] See also This see also section may contain too many suggestions. Make sure that
only the most important links are provided, that they are not red links, and that the links are not already in this article. (June 2017) (Learn how and when to delete this sample message) Alpha Consumer Behaviour Consumer Debt Consumer Direct Consumer Electronics Consumer Indebtedness Consumer Association Consumer Reporting Agency Consumer Choice Consumer Cooperative Consumption
Informed Consumer References ^ Special Message to Congress on Consumer Interest Protection, 15 March 1962. John F. Kennedy Presidential Library and Museum. ^ Cross, Robert G. (1997). Revenue management: a hard-core tactic to market domination. Broadway books. p. 66-71. ISBN 978-0-553-06734-7. ^ Gunelius, Susan (July 3, 2010). Switching from consumers to prosums. Forbes. Retrieved
July 2, 2016. Cheat, Margaret. Citizens' consumers: towards new marketing of politics? (PDF). p. 6. Retrieved July 2, 2016. ^ Blättel-Mink, Birgit; Hellmann, Kai-Uwe (October 27, 2009). Prosumer visited again. ISBN 9783531169354. Retrieved July 2, 2016. ^ Krohn, Lauren (1995). Consumer protection and the law: dictionary. ABC-CLIO. ISBN 978-0-87436-749-2. ^ Institutional analysis of consumer law.
Vanderbilt Journal of International Law. Archived from the original on 2 March 2007. Retrieved 2007-01-29. ^ L. Gayle Royer (1980). The value of consumer education in increasing the effective performance of consumers: theory and research. Advances in consumer research. 07: 203-206. Retrieved 24 January 2020. ^ Consumer vs. Customer. Consumerdaddy.com. Archived from original 2010-04-06.
Retrieved 2010-03-10. India's Consumer Protection Act of 1986 is a little more generous with the word consumer. Under this law, the consumer is not only a person who uses the product for domestic personal use, but also a person who uses the product to earn their daily living. External Links in Wikiboks is a book on Category:Consumer U.S. National Consumer Protection Week Retrieved from
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